ITALY AT ITS BEST
(05 Nights and 06 Days Tour)

DAY 1: ARRIVE ROME
Today you will take your flight from Mumbai to Rome. Arrive into the Eternal City Rome. On arrival at Rome airport a private
car transfer will take you to your hotel in Rome. Check-in at hotel. In the evening proceed on a Rome by Night tour. Discover
some of the main monuments of the Eternal City in the romantic atmosphere of historic times. Overnight at the hotel.
DAY 2: ROME SIGHTSEEING
Today after breakfast, the morning is free at leisure. In the afternoon, proceed for a tour in this Imperial City starting from
Piazza Venezia with its impressive monument dedicated to King Victor Emanuel II and the Unknown Soldier. You then continue
on foot to the famous Piazza del Campidoglio designed by Michelangelo from where you will have a fantastic view of the
Roman Forum. Our coach will continue by the Circus Maximus and the Pyramid of Caius Cestius before arriving at the Basilica
of St. Paul outside the walls* (visit inside). The tour will be completed with a stop inside the imposing Colosseum. Return to the
vicinity of your hotel. Rest of the time is at leisure. Overnight at the hotel. (B)
DAY 3: ROME – FLORENCE
Today after breakfast, you proceed to Florence which is one of the most beautiful and ancient cities in Italy and the world.
Check-in at hotel. In the afternoon proceed on a splendid excursion through the fertile and picturesque Tuscan countryside to
the historic university city of Pisa, famous for its architectural beauty. Upon arrival in Pisa, you get a guided walking tour of
Piazza dei Miracoli, with the celebrated Leaning Tower (exterior), the Baptistery (exterior) and other important monuments.
This is followed by a visit to the interior of the Cathedral, Free time at your disposal. Back to Florence. Evening is at leisure.
Overnight at the hotel. (B)
DAY 4: FLORENCE – VENICE
After breakfast at the hotel, depart to Venezia, La Serenissima, Queen of the Adriatic, city of canals and palaces. On arrival at
Venice, check into the hotel. In the evening take a Gondola ride. Get captivated by the glamour and elegance of the city and its
magnificent palaces and churches facing the Grand Canal. Evening is free to explore the city on your own. Overnight at the
hotel. (B)
DAY 5: VENICE ISLAND TOUR
After breakfast, proceed to Alilaguna's Pier at St. Marks waterfront for the Excursion by motor boat in the Venetian lagoon
with the visit of islands famous for the handicraft: MURANO for the ancient art of blowing glass; BURANO with its strong
colours and light contrast for the laces, TORCELLO and its atmosphere of remote Venetian past for the first Cathedral in Venice.
Return to St Mark's Square. Day is free and at leisure. Overnight at the Hotel. (B)
DAY 6: VENICE DEPART
In the morning after breakfast, according to your flight, depart to Venice airport, catch your flight back to Mumbai. (B)

